ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The Markedness Merential Hypothesis (MDH) was praposed by Eckman in 1977 as an explanation for areas of difficulty m learning a secund language. Using notions h m typological markedness and implicational relations developed by Greenberg, Eck"s model predicts that aspirated stops will be more dif€icult to acquire than unaspirated stops for language lea", since aspirated stops are marked with respect to maspirated stops typologically, i.e. the presence of aspirated stops implies the presence of uuaspirated stops in a language, but not vice versa. In this study, the Spamsh speakers attained -l e measures of aspiration for English, whereas American speakas were outside the range of acceptability for native-like production of unaspirated Spanish stops. Measurements of VOT in this report are mupared to Lisker and A b r a " s (LBtA) 1964 crosslinguistic study of stops. The LBiA study analyzed elwen languages and included both meam and ranges in their report, which serves as a convenient comparison for this study.
TEE STUDY
Subjects. The subjects in this pilot study are eight native speakers of Midwestem American English and seven native speakers of Spand. The American subjects were in the fifth and final quarter of Spanish at the University of Minnesota and had studied Spanish f m years in high schml. The Spanish speakers were in the intexmediate level of the English as a Secand Language propm at the university and had lived in the U.S. for a total of six months. The control p u p for this experiment were the subjects themselves.
Elicitation Materials. Subjects Procedure. Tokens were randomized and then arranged in a list with the words appear& three separate times. Subjects were asked to read the tokens in the respective -er phrase h m the second lauguage hrst, followed by the tokens h their native language. To avoid modelliq the tokens for the subjects, each subject was given the list of wards and told to ask about any words they didn'tknow. This gave them the oppartuaity to try pronouncing the word as they asked for infarmation, and the researchex indicated when they p r o n o u n c e d the word correctly.
They--to read at a rate that felt natural and comfortable.
Measurements. Recordiags were made on an Ampex reel-toreel recorder in a sound-proof booth, to a DAT tape and analyzed on a Sun Sparc2 using Entropic Waves+ softwrrre, version 5.0. Although several " e m e a t s were made for each token, this report only aualyzes length of VOT. VOT was measured fram the burst to onset of voicing on the spectrogram. If the burst was not completely clear in the English tokens, the presence of aspiration was taken as evidence of the burst after closure.
. RESULTS
Results of three measurements are reported: 3.1-The mean of the three tokens per subject are graphed and diffaences in VOT The results show, as with the Spanish speakers, the changes in VOT for all three voiceless stops are statistically s i m c a n t for the American subjects on all three consonants.
. 2 Ranges of VOT -Graphs 7-9
By calculating the rage of VOT in the native speaker control p u p of this experiment, the ranges and means for the tokens can be established for each language. Graphs 7 -9 show the ranges and individual variation m paisems for VOT on the three tokens by native speakers in their respective native language, Spanish or English. The For the Spanish subjects the range is 0 -17.7 msecs., SD = 4.
For the Mean subjects, the VOT ranged h r n 25.9 msecs. to 98.5 msecs., SD=16. 
